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Several studies have predicted substantial increases in Arctic
ozone depletion due to the stratospheric cooling induced by
increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations1,2. But climate
change may additionally influence Arctic ozone depletion through
changes in the water vapour cycle. Here we investigate this
possibility by combining predictions of tropical tropopause temperatures from a general circulation model with results from a
one-dimensional radiative convective model, recent progress in
understanding the stratospheric water vapour budget, modelling
of heterogeneous reaction rates and the results of a general
circulation model on the radiative effect of increased water
vapour3. Whereas most of the stratosphere will cool as greenhouse-gas concentrations increase, the tropical tropopause may
become warmer, resulting in an increase of the mean saturation
mixing ratio of water vapour and hence an increased transport of
water vapour from the troposphere to the stratosphere. Stratospheric water vapour concentration in the polar regions determines both the critical temperature below which heterogeneous
reactions on cold aerosols become important (the mechanism
driving enhanced ozone depletion) and the temperature of the
Arctic vortex itself. Our results indicate that ozone loss in the later
winter and spring Arctic vortex depends critically on water
vapour variations which are forced by sea surface temperature
changes in the tropics. This potentially important effect has not
been taken into account in previous scenarios of Arctic ozone loss
under climate change conditions.
The winter/spring depletion of ozone in the polar vortex is
determined by (1) halogen activation, (2) sunlight (which drives
the photochemical reactions that catalytically destroy ozone) and
(3) deactivation of chlorine to reservoir species. Because of the
dependence on insolation, ozone is most sensitive to active chlorine
in the spring. Halogens are activated—converted to free-radical
form—in nearly every Arctic winter, when temperatures fall below
about 195 K. Deactivation occurs at different times each year,
depending on stratospheric temperatures and dynamics. For
example, the 1996–97 winter had particularly severe ozone depletion because the Arctic vortex stayed cold later, even though
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temperatures were not particularly low4. Increases in the concentration of water vapour in the atmosphere raise the threshold temperature for halogen activation, thus allowing polar processing to
continue later in the season and maintaining high concentrations of
ClO. In a warm winter with temperatures near the threshold for
chlorine activation, increases in water vapour may allow activation
to occur when it would otherwise not. Thus, ozone losses will not
simply scale with chlorine loading in the stratosphere in coming
decades.
Previous studies of the relationship between climate change and
ozone depletion have focused on the influence of increasing carbon
dioxide on polar stratospheric temperatures, and thus on heterogeneous ozone chemistry1,2. Recent progress in the observation and
understanding of the stratospheric water vapour budget5,6 now
makes possible an evaluation of the chain linking greenhouse-gas
increases to warming in the tropics, increased water vapour in the
stratosphere, increased aerosol activity in the polar vortices, and
thus increased high-latitude ozone depletion. Because ozone depletion depends so strongly on the presence of temperatures low
enough to initiate heterogeneous chemistry, we adopt (T a 2 T v )
as a predictor of ozone loss, where Tv is the temperature of the polar
vortex, and Ta is the temperature below which heterogeneous
chemistry on aerosols becomes important, yielding dramatic
increases in the concentration of ClO. We can express the rest of
this chain mathematically as follows:
]ðT a 2 T v Þ ]ðT a 2 T v Þ ]½H2 Oÿv ]½H2 Oÿe ]T e
¼
]T s
]½H2 Oÿv ]½H2 Oÿe ]T e ]T s

ð1Þ

Te is the temperature of the tropical tropopause, Ts is the surface
temperature in the tropics, [H2O]e is the concentration of water
vapour entering the tropical stratosphere, and [H2O]v is the concentration of water vapour in the polar vortices. We treat here only
those variations in Te due to changes in the tropical climate (and
reflected in changes in Ts), thus neglecting changes in Te due, for
instance, to changes in stratospheric circulation. We have also
neglected the terms ]Te/]pe and ][H2O]e/]pe, where pe is the pressure
at which air enters the stratosphere (that is, the pressure of the
tropical tropopause), because, as we will discuss, we believe ]pe/]Ts,
the dependence of tropical tropopause pressure on tropical surface
temperature, to be small.
We begin by considering ]ðT a 2 T v Þ=]½H2 Oÿv . To evaluate this
term we must analyse the dependence of ozone depletion on
temperature and water vapour. To a good approximation, the
time rate of change of ozone in the polar vortices is given by the
sum of the rate-limiting steps of catalytic cycles involving ClO and
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Figure 1 Temperature and water dependence of gSA at 50 mbar. SA is the aerosol surface
area, and g is the reaction probability per collision for the reaction HCl þ ClONO2 . Curves
are plotted for water vapour concentrations of 5, 6, 7, 9 and 12 p.p.m.v., from left to right.
]Ta/][H2O]v is evaluated along the dotted line, which indicates the value of gSA at the
temperature (195 K) at which heterogeneous ozone depletion is observed to become
significant for the present water vapour mixing ratio of ,6 p.p.m.v.
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d½O3 ÿ
¼ 2 2kClO 2 ClO ½ClOÿ2 2 2kClO 2 BrO ½ClOÿ½BrOÿ
ð2Þ
dt
The total ozone loss is the integral of this loss rate over the volume of
the region where ClO is elevated. In the Arctic vortex, unlike the
Antarctic, destruction of ozone is never complete, so that both the
loss rate and the volume and duration of the region in which ozone
loss occurs are important8.
The concentration of ClO depends on the partitioning of total
inorganic chlorine between ClO and the reservoir species HCl and
ClONO2. In the polar vortices, this partitioning is controlled by
heterogeneous reactions of the reservoir species on surfaces, yielding ClO. The quadratic dependence on [ClO] means that the ozone
loss rate is very sensitive to increases of both gHCl+ClONO2, the
reaction rate of gaseous ClONO2 with HCl on aerosols, and SA,
the aerosol surface area per unit volume, as temperature decreases
or water vapour increases9. Denitrification is also important, and is
expected to enhance ozone depletion in a future atmosphere with
lower chlorine loading and lower temperatures (and increased water
vapour) by limiting deactivation of ClO to ClONO2 (ref. 10).
Figure 1 shows curves of gSA plotted versus Tv for various values
of [H2O]v. As [H2O]v increases, so does the temperature (Ta) at
which gSA rises abruptly. The temperature–water vapour dependence of SA is taken from ref. 11, and that of g from ref. 12. These
relationships have been substantially verified by aircraft measurements of ClO (ref. 13).
Using the data presented in Fig. 1, we can evaluate ]Ta/][H2O]v
for a range of water vapour mixing ratios. We note that in the
present conditions, [H2O]v is ,6 p.p.m.v. (ref. 14), and that
heterogeneous ozone depletion chemistry becomes important at
temperatures below 195 K (at 50 mbar). We thus choose
gSA ¼ 0:071 as the value of gSA corresponding to Ta. We can then
set ]T a =]½H2 Oÿv ¼ ]T=]½H2 Oÿ evaluated along the parametric
curve gSA ðT; ½H2 OÿÞ ¼ c, where c ¼ 0:071. For present conditions,
]T a =]½H2 Oÿv ¼ 0:8 K p:p:m:v: 2 1 . This value is insensitive to variation in c, but decreases logarithmically with increasing [H2O]v ,
falling to 0.7 K p.p.m.v.−1 for ½H2 Oÿv ¼ 8 p:p:m:v:
Forster and Shine have recently evaluated ]Tv/][H2O]v (ref. 3).
Using both a general circulation model (GCM) and a column
model, they found that a uniform increase of 0.7 p.p.m.v. of water
vapour in the stratosphere resulted in a cooling of the polar vortices
by 4–6 K in the spring, implying that ]Tv/][H2O]v ranges from 6 to
9 K p.p.m.v.−1. Thus, the radiative effect of an increase in water
vapour on vortex temperature dwarfs the chemical effect of such an
increase discussed above. They point out, however, that the net
cooling effect of observed changes in stratospheric CO2, H2O and O3
over-predicts the observed stratospheric temperature trends by a
factor of 2 or more. Thus, either the stratospheric water vapour
trend or stratospheric climate modelling has large errors.
We next consider ][H2O]v/][H2O]e. Air reaches the polar vortices
along trajectories high in the stratosphere, without mixing with air
below the 380 K potential temperature surface15. Thus water vapour
concentrations in the polar vortices are governed predominantly by
the concentration of water vapour and CH4 entering the stratosphere in the tropics, and ][H2O]v/][H2O]e is therefore ,1.0.
Oxidation of CH4 adds about 2 p.p.m.v. of water vapour to air in
the polar vortices14 but has an insignificant effect on ][H2O]v/][H2O]e.
Recent improvements in our understanding of the tropical
tropopause indicate that ][H2O]e/]Te can be evaluated to useful
accuracy simply by assuming that ½H2 Oÿe ¼ ½H2 Oÿ*ðT e ; pe Þ, where
[H2O]*(T, p) is the saturation mixing ratio of water vapour as a
function of temperature and pressure. Te and pe are the temperature
and pressure at the tropopause, defined as the altitude of minimum
temperature, and the bar represents an average over all tropopause
points in the range 108 S to 108 N. A careful examination of radiosonde temperature measurements along with a survey of relevant

stratospheric water vapour and CH4 measurements5 has shown that
½H2 Oÿ*ðT e ; pe ), calculated from radiosonde data, is consistent with
observations of stratospheric water vapour. Furthermore, a Green’s
function analysis of water vapour and CO2 profiles shows that
seasonal variations of tropical stratospheric water vapour are
consistent with variations in the mean of daily tropopause saturation mixing ratios in sounding data16. This assumption allows us to
calculate ][H2O]e/]Te using the Clausius–Clapeyron equation.
Present tropopause mean temperature and pressure of 191 K
and 95 mbar imply a value of 0.8 p.p.m.v. K−1. ][H2O]e/]Te itself
increases with temperature, rising to 1.0 p.p.m.v. K−1 at 193 K, and
1.4 p.p.m.v. K−1 at 195 K, assuming pe remains constant.
To estimate the value of ]Te/]Ts, we turn to modelling studies of
the structure of the atmosphere’s response to increased greenhousegas loading. We first consider output of the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) CCM3 atmospheric model17
coupled with a slab ocean model, and run to equilibrium at preindustrial and at doubled CO2 concentrations (J. T. Kiehl, personal
communication). The temperature difference between the two
equilibria (Fig. 2) increases from the surface upwards through the
upper troposphere, since the convection parametrization tends to
adjust the tropical atmosphere towards a moist-adiabatic lapse rate.
In the region of the tropopause, the temperature difference abruptly
shifts from large positive values to large negative values, yielding a
change of 1.0 K in Te for a change of 1.5 K in Ts. However, the
model’s low resolution means that it cannot predict changes in
tropopause height which might accompany a warming of the
tropics.
To evaluate the possible changes in the height of the tropopause,
we investigated the behaviour of a one-dimensional radiative–
convective model18,19 with enhanced resolution (2.5 mbar) in the
neighbourhood of the tropopause, and a cooling term of 0.5 K d−1
added in the stratosphere and upper troposphere to represent the
Brewer–Dobson circulation. In this model, the height of the
tropopause remains constant under a wide variety of climatechange scenarios, lending support to the use of the GCM to predict
tropopause temperature changes. However, the temperature change
at the tropopause in this model is generally larger than in GCMs for
the same change in surface temperature: 2.4 K for a 1.5 K warming at
the surface. Here we use the NCAR CCM3 prediction as the
conservative basis for our estimate of the change in tropical
tropopause temperature and saturation water vapour pressure,
and thus of the change in polar vortex water vapour in a
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Figure 2 GCM simulation of tropical vertical temperature profile. a, Tropical mean
(108 S–108 N) temperatures from NCAR CCM3 atmospheric model coupled with a slab
ocean, and run to equilibrium with pre-industrial (1 3 CO2 , solid line) and doubled
(2 3 CO2 , dashed line) carbon dioxide concentrations. b, Tropical mean temperature
difference (2 3 CO2 2 1 3 CO2 ).
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Table 1 Terms relating ozone depletion to greenhouse forcing
Derivative

Estimated value

References

]T v
]½H2 Oÿv

−6 to −9 K p.p.m.v.−1

3

]T a
]½H2 Oÿv

0.8 K p.p.m.v.−1

]½H2 Oÿv
]½H2 Oÿe

1.0

25, 13

]½H2 Oÿe
]T e

0.8 p.p.m.v. K−1

5

.............................................................................................................................................................................

]T e
]T s

0.7 (GCMs)–1.6 (1-D model)

dTs

1–4 K (W−1 m2)

20

.............................................................................................................................................................................

doubled-CO2 climate. Another GCM, the Goddard Institute for
Space Studies (GISS) atmospheric model20, predicts a similar ratio
of tropopause warming to surface warming, with equilibrium
tropical tropopause warming of 2.0 K for 3.1 K at the surface in a
run with doubled CO2 (R. Ruedy, personal communication). Thus, we
estimate ]Te/]Ts to be 0.7. Use of the high-resolution one-dimensional
radiative convective model would yield an estimate of 1.6.
We now estimate the effect of climate change on ozone depletion
via water vapour changes. Table 1 lists estimated values and
references for each of the derivatives in equation (1). Multiplying
these out, and assuming a relatively small value for ]Tv/][H2O]v of
−6 K p.p.m.v.−1 we obtain ]ðT a 2 T v Þ=]T s ¼ 3:8. Thus, since GCM
estimates of equilibrium tropical surface warming range from 1 to
4 K (ref. 21), this yields an increase in (T a 2 T v ) of 3.8–11.4 K
(accepting the one-dimensional model results would roughly
double these numbers). This increase is large when compared
with model predictions22,23 of the direct cooling effect in the
Arctic vortex of doubling CO2, which range from 2 K to 3.5 K.
Shindell et al. showed that a 5 K cooling of the Arctic vortex led to a
springtime destruction of ,50% of ozone within the Arctic vortex
in the decade 2010–19, compared to ,15% depletion at present1.
Our results increase our confidence that at least this much cooling
will occur.
Measurements of CH4 concentration, and calculations of CH4
sources and sinks, suggest that CH4 concentrations may not grow
much above current levels24. If CH4 concentrations were to resume
growth at the rate observed during the 1980s, increasing CH4 flux to
the stratosphere might be expected to contribute another
1.3 p.p.p.v. of water vapour to the polar vortex mixing ratio by
the year 2100. This would yield an additional increase of ,0.9 K in
Ta.
Several studies have attempted to calculate trends based on
observations of stratospheric water vapour. In situ frost-point
hygrometer measurements yield a trend of 0.01–0.03 p.p.m.v. yr−1
for the years 1981–94 (ref. 25). Observations using a photofragment
fluorescence hygrometer aboard the NASA ER-2 show no significant
trend in stratospheric water vapour over the years 1993–97 (ref. 6),
while observations from space show trends in water vapour mixing
ratio of 0.04–0.10 p.p.m.v. yr−1 for the years 1991–96 (ref. 26). Since
the last two trends are based on relatively short time series, they may
have little to do with longterm climate variations. A trend of
0.04 p.p.m.v. yr−1 is equivalent to a tropopause temperature trend
of 0.05 K yr−1 at the tropopause, so any connection between
observed trends in stratospheric water vapour and trends in tropospheric climate will be difficult to detect, given the sparseness of
tropical radiosonde measurements.
There are several sources of uncertainty in our calculations. The
first is our continuing ignorance of the exact mechanism by which
water vapour enters the stratosphere. If the cold-point tropopause
temperature is actually controlled by convecting parcels reaching
NATURE | VOL 402 | 25 NOVEMBER 1999 | www.nature.com

that level, conservation of entropy by those parcels might lead to
even larger increases in the cold-point tropopause temperature as
surface temperature rises. Our results provide a strong motivation
for the improvement of our understanding and observation of the
tropical tropopause region and its sensitivity to changes in radiative
and convective forcing. The second is the wide range of predicted
changes in tropical surface temperature as greenhouse-gas concentrations increase. Last, a change in the stratospheric overturning
circulation may affect polar chemistry in several ways: by changing
the tropical tropopause temperature27,28, by changing the temperature of persistence of the polar vortex1, or by changing the average
age of vortex air and thus the amount of water added by methane
oxidation. All these effects need to be considered in assessing the
effect of altered stratospheric dynamics.
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